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What is nanophotonics?

Nanophotonics or Nano-optics is the study of:
à behavior of light at the nanometer scale
à interaction of nanometer-scale objects with light
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Why nanophotonics?
n Nanophotonics: applications
Nanophotonics lies at the crossroad of electromagnetism, optics,
quantum mechanics (and electronics), and material science,
combining a wealth of scientific challenges with a large variety of
near-term applications
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communications technology
lasers
solid-state lighting
data storage
Large interest
lithography
from industry in
(bio-)sensors
fundamental research
on nanophotonics
optical computers
solar cells
displays
medical imaging
light-activated medical therapies

Optical fibers: a revolution for telecommunications
n Optical fiber

The structure of a typical single-mode fiber:

core
cladding
shielding

1.
2.
3.
4.

Core: 8 µm diameter
Cladding: 125 µm dia.
Buffer: 250 µm dia.
Jacket: 400 µm dia.

Optical fiber: long distance
communication

Submarine cables are laid using special
cable layer ships, such as the modern
René Descartes, operated by Orange
Marine.
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This “movie star”: the refractive index
n Simple model: Equation of motion of the electron
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γ: damping coefficient for given material
k: restoring-force constant
N: density
à resonance frequency:

ω0 = k / m

à assume E is varying harmonically, and also
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Rainbow: why red outside, blue inside ?
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n Drude model: ω0=0
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Surface plasmon polaritons (SPP)
n Wave equation at planar air/metal interface: TM wave equation
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SPP is not a transverse wave (Ex≠0)
SPP as propagating hybrid modes (polaritons) at planar interfaces
Confinement length δ=1/kz: air/Agà δd=180 nm @ λ=450 nm; δd=2.6 µm @ λ=1.5 µm
Penetration depth in the metal: δm~20 nm

Dispersion of SPPs
Dispersion relation
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Figure 2.4. Dispersion relation of SPPs at a silver/air (gray curve) and silver/silica (black
Figure 2.3. Dispersion relation of SPPs at the interface between a Drude metal with negligible
curve) interface. Due to the damping, the wave vector of the bound SPPs approaches a finite
collision frequency and air (gray curves) and silica (black curves).
limit at the surface plasmon frequency.

β→∞
Surface plasmon:
δd → 0

for z < 0. Continuity of Ey and Hx at the interface leads to the condition

Losses:

β<∞
δd > 0

taken from the data obtained by Johnson and Christy [Johnson and Christy,
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Prism coupling

Excitation Using Highly Focused Optical Beams
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Refractive index sensing with SPPs
n SPR sensor: converts a « measurand » (n) to an optical « output »
Bulk sensitivity: dλSRP/dn

J. Homola,
Surface
Plasmon
Resonance
Based
Sensors,
Springer 2006

ω εn 2
β=
c ε + n2
dλ SPR
−2ε'2
= 3
~ 3000 nm / RIU
dn
n dε'/ dλ

n SPR bio-sensor: SPR sensors with molecular biorecognition

Bioreceptor

Metal

Target

ADN

Antigen

Streptavidin

Toxin

Bioreceptor

ODN

Antibody

Biotin

Aptamer

z=d+b
z=d

e−2z/ d

Index change due to binding
Δn b = Δn ( e−2d/ d − e−2(d+b)/ d )
Svedendahl,
NanoLett 2009

SPR bio-sensors

n SRP for sensing label-free molecular interactions in real-time
n Applications in life science, electrochemistry, food & environment,…
n Nearly every SPR sensor operates in Kretschmann configuration
n Interaction between free analyte molecules in solution and
immobilized probe molecules linked to the surface (antibodies)
n Comercially available sensors
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Localized surface plasmons (LSP)
n Metallic nano-sphere placed in E-field: quasi-static approximation



∇ φ = 0, E = −∇φ
2

n The nanoparticle can be considered as a dipole: the negative charges are
displaced from the positive ones



3 ε − εd
p = 4πR
ε 0εd E 0
ε + 2εd

ε = ε’ (ω)+i ε’’(ω) =
dielectric const. of
the metal particle

ε − εd
Electric polarizability of a sphere: α = 4πR
ε + 2εd
3

n Resonance condition (Fröhlich condition):
Ag

Re [ε(ω)] = −2εd

εd = dielectric
const.
of the medium

LSP: size effects
n Dependence on nanoparticule size

ε − εd
: no dependence on R
ε + 2εd

Mie theory: beyond quasi-staticà retardation effects
Expansion in power series Localized
of x=πR/λ Surface
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LSP: light scattering & absorption
n Scattering and absorption cross sections
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Figure 12.19 Plots of the scattering cross-section of spherical gold and silver
particles in different environments normalized by a 6 , with a denoting the particle
radius. Solid line: vacuum (n = 1). Dashed line: water (n = 1.33). Dash-dotted
line: glass (n = 1.5).

n LSPR bio-sensors

n Bulk sensitivity of LSPR (200 nm/RIU): 10 times smaller than SPR (3000 nm/RIU)
with
wavevector in performance
the surrounding medium.isNotice
that the due
polariz- to small analyte thickness
n
…k being
Butthesensing
similar
ability (12.48) violates the optical theorem in the dipole limit, i.e. scattering is not
ratioà
ratio
b/ld larger
LSPR by allowing the particle to inaccounted for.
This inconsistency
can in
be corrected
teract with itself (radiation reaction). As discussed in Problem 8.5, the inclusion of
radiation reaction introduces an additional term to (12.48). See also Problem 15.4.
Figure 12.19 shows plots of the normalized scattering cross-section of gold and
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objective with an
SNOM images
gold nanodisks
M)
adjustable aperture.
633 nm
This allows the abandonment
Total internal reflection microscopy(TIRM)
Dark-field microscopy in reflection
of the top cover slip which further improves the dark-field
contrast and collection eﬃciency (Fig. 8.10 a).
550 nm
10µm
SEM image
An example of a true-color
photograph
taken with
the Fig. 8.10:
n Total
internal reflection
microscopy
(TIRM)a) Dark-field microscope setup with 100× oil immicroscope setup is shown in mersion objective with adjustable aperture b) comparison of
TotalFig.
internal
8.10reflection
c. It is microscopy(TIRM)
quite an ac- ensemble and single particle spectra c) true color dark-field
curate
reproduction
of the in- photograph of a sample of nanorods.
Dark-field
microscopy
in transmission
tensity and contrast observable with the naked eye through the microscope eye-piece. Already from the many
diﬀerent colors of the nanorods in this picture it is clear that nanorods have a much
larger inhomogeneous broadening in the spectral positions of their plasmon resonances
than nanospheres. This is confirmed by looking at an ensemble extinction spectrum in
comparison to a single particle spectrum (Fig. 8.10 b). The linewidth of the single particle spectrum is only a small fraction of the ensemble linewidth which highlights the
importance of single particle spectroscopy.

State of the art LSPR bio-sensors
n Latest advances in plasmonics, nanofabrication, microfluidics, and surface
chemistry

n Periodic array of gold nanoantennas
n Detection of Streptavidin 0.32 nM (Thiol chemistry)
n Detection of Cancer Markers at 10 fM
n The system offers parallel and real-time detection (PDMS Chamber)

LSPR Chip for Parallel, Rapid, and Sensitive Detection of Cancer
Markers in Serum
Acimovic et al. Nano Lett. 2014, 14, 2636−2641
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at very short distances is also an advantage as it reduces noise from
fluorescent molecules adhering to the glass surface.

When comparing the overall yield in suface plasmon-enhanced
TIRFM compared with standard TIRFM, SPMFM provides a 5-6 fold
signal at a fluorophore surface distance of 20 nm in the case of a
45 nm thick silver thin film (for isotropically distributed flurophores
with a typical fluorescence yield).

Applications • Conclusion • Acknowl

1. SPR enhanced TIRM

n Surface Plasmon Mediated Fluorescence Microscopy (SPMFM)
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Figure 1: SPMFM on a standard objective-based TIRF microscope.
The excitation laser beam passes through a beam expander (lenses L1 and
L2). Light is then directed (mirror M1) and focused (lens L3) on the back
focal plane (BFP) of a Nikon Eclipse Ti inverted microscope. The mirror and
focusing lens are mounted on a computer controlled micro-translation
stage to tune the excitation beam incident angle. A sensitive EMCCD
camera is used for fluorescence detection.

n Flat silver thin films
n Detection of cell membrane proteins
n 5-6 fold fluorescence enhancement

Figure
with m
film (up
standar
a subcr
(left) an
angle c
surface
of the s

The incident p-polarized light reaches the sample plane with an adjustable
angle (insert image). When this angle is equal to the surface plasmon
angle, an intense evanescent field is created on the sample side.

Nikon note: http://www.nikon.com/products/microscope-solutions/bioscienceApplications
Conclusion:
applications/application-notes/pdf/nikon_note_12_lr.pdf
SPMFM can be used to enhance the sensitivity of TIRFM applications

SPMFM is a powerful technique with which to

2. Living cell microscopy with increased axial resolution
n Metal induced energy transfer for live cell nanoscopy
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Metal-induced energy transfer for live
cell nanoscopy
Alexey I. Chizhik1 *, Jan Rother2, Ingo Gregor1, Andreas Janshoff2 and Jörg Enderlein1 *
The discovery of Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET)1 has
revolutionized our ability to measure inter- and intramolecular
distances on the nanometre scale using fluorescence imaging.
The phenomenon is based on electromagnetic-field-mediated
energy transfer from an optically excited donor to an acceptor.
We replace the acceptor molecule with a metallic film and use
the measured energy transfer efficiency from donor molecules
to metal surface plasmons2 to accurately deduce the distance
between the molecules and metal. Like FRET, this makes it
possible to localize emitters with nanometre accuracy, but the
distance range over which efficient energy transfer takes
place is an order of magnitude larger than for conventional
FRET. This creates a new way to localize fluorescent entities
on a molecular scale, over a distance range of more than
100 nm. We demonstrate the power of this method by profiling
the basal lipid membrane of living cells.
In 1948, Theodor Förster published his first paper1, in which he
described the mechanism of resonant energy transfer (later named
after him) between a fluorescent donor molecule and an absorbing
Chizhik
etdeduced
al, Nat
Photon
(2014)
acceptor
molecule. He
that the
transfer efficiency
depends
on the sixth power of the distance between donor and acceptor. This
strong dependence between transfer efficiency and distance made
Förster resonant energy transfer (FRET) one of the most powerful
fluorescence-based methods in biophysical and physicochemical
research for measuring distances on a molecular scale. Although
recent years have seen a burst of new super-resolution methods in
fluorescence microscopy3–6, their resolving power is typically still
one order of magnitude less than that achievable with FRET. A

LETTERS
a

b

given in ref. 10, but the general idea has found little attention to
date. The core idea is that the MIET accelerates the return of
excited fluorescent molecules to their ground state, which manifests
itself as a shortening of their fluorescence lifetime11–13. Owing to the
fact that the energy transfer rate is dependent on the distance of a
molecule from the metal layer, the fluorescence lifetime can20beµm
20 µm
directly converted into a distance value (Fig. 1a). The theoretical
c
basis for the success of this conversion is the perfect quantitative
d
understanding of MIET12,14. It is important to emphasize that the
energy transfer from the molecule to the metal is dominated by
the interaction of the molecule’s near-field with the metal and is
thus a thoroughly near-field effect, similar to FRET. However, due
to the planar geometry of the metal film, which acts as the acceptor,
the distance dependency of the energy transfer efficiency is much
weaker than the sixth power of the distance, which leads to a monotonous relation between lifetime and distance over a size range
20 µm
20 µm
between zero and 100–200 nm above the surface.
We demonstrate the power of MIET by mapping the basal membrane of living cells with nanometre accuracy. The method does not
0
20
40
60
80
100
120
require any hardware modification to a conventional fluorescenceCell membrane–metal surface distance (nm)
15,16
lifetime imaging microscope (FLIM) , thus preserving its full
lateral resolution. As a biological model system we chose
three
Figure
3 | Three-dimensional reconstruction of the basal cell membrane.
adherent cell lines: MDA-MB-231 human mammary glandThree-dimensional
adenoprofiles computed from fluorescence lifetime images
carcinoma cells and A549 human lung carcinoma cells, which
areover 40 min. See Supplementary section ‘Full series of images’ for
recorded
able to form metastasis in vivo models, and MDCK II
full from
series of images.
canine kidney tissue as a benign epithelial cell line. MIET imaging
also allows cell motility to be monitored using time-elapsed
imaging of the cell–substrate distance. In this way we can follow

n FRET using molecule-SPP
n Fluorescence lifetime can be mapped into
distance to metallic film with nm resolution
n Large localization range: 100 nm
n Profiling the basal lipid membrane of living cells
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3. SPR Microscopy
n Spatially resolved affinity dynamics

n SPR + microscopy
n Label free molecular interactions
n In vitro cell membrane proteins
n Drug target kinetics
n Virus & bacteria binding activity
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Dielectric waveguides (WGs)
n Wave equation in a dielectric slab: both TE and TM modes
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8.1 Eigenmodes of Uniform

1.0

n WG modes: confined modes in z, propagating in x,y
n Confinement length δ=1/kz: δd∼100 nm in the visible
n Low absorption à low loss: high Q resonances!
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Fig. 8.2. Dispersion curves of the lowest four guided modes in a
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Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of linear, quadratic and triangular photonic crystal slabs
(PCSs).
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Depending on the periodicity of PCSs, these structures can be classified into groups. In
Fig. 2.4 the three 0.8
most important groups, which have been treated in this study, are
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Light confinement in 2D Photonic Crystal slabs
Dispersion relation: k = k(ω, q)

Defect-like
µ-cavities

States inside the bandgap= band-gap
confinement

Nice for sensing!
State-of-the-art:
Q=λ/δλFWHM>106

See, e.g., B. S. Song et al., Nat. Mater. 4, 207 (2005); E. Kuramochi et al., APL 88 041112 (2006)

Band-edge
resonators

vg=dω/dk=0

2D PhC-slab

Slow Bloch mode= lateral
confinement based on
low group velocity

E

Nice for
microscopy!
See, e.g., S. Fan, PRB 65 235112 (2002)
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way to form a microcavity is to remove—i.e., to fill in—one
or more of the holes forming the lattice.
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Photonic Crystals as substrates for fluorescence microscopy
q Photonic Crystal modes: light normally incident is
coupled into a waveguided mode through diffraction.
Direct transmission is weak à only the evanescent field
penetrates into the fluorescent medium
PhC slab
200 nmSiN/glass

Laser

✔65-fold enhancement in the optical
excitation of R6G molecules in water in the
near field region (100 nm deep and 1 µm
wide) of a resonant PhC mode
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(*) L. C. Estrada, O. E. Martinez, M. Brunstein, S. Bouchoule, L. Le-Gratiet, A. Talneau, I. Sagnes, P. Monnier, J. A. Levenson, and A. M.
Yacomotti, “Small volume excitation and enhancement of dye fluorescence on a 2D photonic crystal surface”, Opt. Express 18, 3693-3699
(2010).

Cultured cells on a SiN PhC surface (@Gratton’s group, UCI)
n Culture of breast cancer cells expressing m-Cherry
Transmission confocal images (excitation @ 514.5 nm, 20X Obj.):

Unhappy cell

Happy cell
inside PhC
coupling
region

Happy
cell

Happy cell

634 µm

155 µm

Compatibility of cell culture with PhC surfaces demonstrated!!

propagation (i.e., reduced group velocity) and strong dispersion eﬀects, such as enhanced beam-steering, may occur. A
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